YEAR 3 - 2022
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TERM 2 WEEK 7 - TERM 3 WEEK 5

WE
ARE
LEARNING...
WE ARE LEARNING...
OUR SCHOOL VALUES
To be Learners
We do this by being ready and organised for learning
and trying our best with a can do attitude.
Help me at home by talking about how I can organise
my things and try my best at school.

LITERACY
To persuade the audience by keeping the reader interested
and wanting to read on. In our writing we will include
persuasive devices such as emotive language, rhetorical
questions and modal verbs.
You can help me at home by helping me to explore
different advertisements we see.

NUMERACY
To explore the different ways we can separate numbers into
groups and the patterns we use for multiplication.
To understand how to read maps by identifying positions using
coordinates.
Help me at home by playing card games with me, like
multiplication snap. You could also show me a variety of maps
that you're familiar with.

INQUIRY FOCUS
To investigate the relationship between the earth, moon and
sun. with a focus on how they move and interact.
Students will also experiment with how materials in the
world around them change depending on heat.
Help me at home by discussing 'Why does the sun move
during the day?' and 'Why does it get dark?'

PERSONAL GOALS
To work on my personal reading goal that I have set with
my teacher for Term 2. I will use the strategies I learn at
school during read to self, guided reading, and one-onone feedback sessions with my teachers to help me read
the books that I have at home.

ROUTINES
LIBRARY
3AMA - Friday
3JCA - Monday
3LPA - Monday
3KRA - Monday

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
3AMA - Monday
3JCA - Tuesday
3LPA - Tuesday
3KRA - Tuesday

THE ARTS
3AMA - Tuesday
3JCA - Monday
3LPA - Thursday
3KRA - Wednesday

3HWA - Monday
3LBA - Monday
3LSA - Monday

3HWA - Monday
3LBA - Monday
3LSA - Tuesday

3HWA - Tuesday
3LBA - Monday
3LSA - Thursday

HOME LEARNING - READ EVERY DAY, RECORD IT IN YOUR LOG

AMAROO SCHOOL
Developing independence: developing reflective and self directed learners

